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Abstract

Triumph Token (TRH) is an innovative cryptocurrency designed to address 
liquidity challenges faced by users when withdrawing fiat currency. The 

Triumph Project aims to introduce a fintech application by September 2024, 
known as Triumph Insta Cash, which allows for seamless conversion of 

tokens into fiat and facilitates fast transfers to Visa or Mastercard-enabled 
cards with minimal fees. Additionally, Triumph offers staking opportunities 

with lucrative rewards, a unique NFT collection, and a sustainable toke-
nomics model backed by smart contracts and revenue from the Casino and 
Betting industry. This whitepaper provides an in-depth overview of Triumph 

Token, its features, utility, and roadmap for development and adoption.
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Token Sale

Token Distribution

13 June Trumph Is On First DEX 
Apeswap And Pancake Swap

TOKEN NAME: TRIUMPH

Token Standard: BEP-20

Total Sup:  113B

Contract Address:0x4B575002821ABE4c80c67662D106af296B46ffF4
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Private Sale:             0.01
$10,000 TRH                   0.01$ (only in presale Time!) 
Presale Stage 1:             0.03
$Presale Stage 2:    0.05
$1Month Stake               6% APY 
APY2 Months Stake    13% 
APY3 Months Stake    33% 
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Triumph Insta Cash: Revolutionizing Fiat Withdrawals

Unique Features

1. NFT Collection

3. No Vesting or TGE Period

Triumph aims to revolutionize the way users withdraw fiat currency by in-
troducing Triumph Insta Cash, a fintech application slated for release by 

fees. Triumph Insta Cash allows users to:

In December, Triumph plans to launch an NFT collection featuring 
memoble crypto moments from 2024.

Triumph provides customers with the freedom to buy or sell tokens 
without restrictions, ensuring a seamless trading experience

Triumph offers staking with various advantages and bonuses:

•Convert tokens into fiat (supporting over 40 cryptocurrencies).
  •Transfer funds seamlessly to Visa or Mastercard-enabled cards.

       •Bypass KYC/AML processes for quick and hassle-free transactions.

•1-month stake generates 6% APY with locked tokens.
•Longer stakes offer higher APY and additional perks like free 
  suscriptions to Spotify, YouTube Premium, or Netflix.

2. Staking Rewards

September 2024. This app will operate similarly to popular financial market 
apps like Western Union or Revolut but with lower withdrawal transaction 
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TRIUMPH Roadmap
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Phase 1:
IDevelop the Triumph Token (TRH) smart contract.
Initiate the private sale offering 10,000 TRH at �0.001 per token.

Phase 2:
• Launch the first stage of the presale offering TRH at �0.003 per token.
• Commence the second stage of the presale offering TRH at �0.005 per 
token.
• Begin development of Triumph Insta Cash fintech application.
• Focus on token-to-fiat conversion and card transfers.

Phase 3:
• Launch the staking platform with APY rewards and subscription bonuses.
• Implement unrestricted trading for TRH tokens without vesting or TGE
periods.
• List Triumph Token (TRH) on major exchanges such as PancakeSwap,
ApeSwap, Gate.io, CoinEX, LCX, and Uphold.

Phase 4:

Phase 5:

• Launch beta version of Triumph Insta Cash for trial period.
• Release the NFT collection featuring memorable crypto moments from 
2024.
• Prepare for the launch of the staking platform with rewards and bonuses.

• Activate the token buyback and burn mechanism to enhance token value.
• Ramp up marketing efforts to promote Triumph Token and engage with the 
community.
• Forge strategic partnerships with other blockchain projects and fintech 
companies.
• Focus on global adoption and expansion into new markets.
• Explore additional features and services to enhance the Triumph ecosystem.
• Transition towards community governance and decentralization.
• Empower token holders to participate in decision-making processes.
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Conclusions

  Triumph Token introduces a groundbreaking solution to liquidity challenges 
in the cryptocurrency market. With Triumph Insta Cash, innovative staking 
rewards, a unique NFT collection, and a robust tokenomics model, Triumph 
aims to create value for its users and establish itself as a leading player in 

the blockchain ecosystem.

  Proof of burn is one of the several consensus mechanisms implemented 
by a blockchain network to ensure that all participating nodes come to an 
agreement about the true and valid state of the blockchain network. 
This algorithm is implemented to avoid the possibility of any cryptocurrency
                                       coin double-spending.

  Triumph Insta would be available in the middle of January 2025, developed 
both for  Android & IOS devices. The estimated price of the apps is $8
The App provides to aim fast transfers from 40 Cryptocurrency pairs to 
Fiat via Credit Card with small fees of just $0.50 per transaction.
  There is no KYK/AML required for transactions under totally less than 
$5,000 monthly. (Dollar,Euro,Pounds,Swiss Francs) 
 Customers interested in using the Triumph Insta Cash app must meet the 
following requirements before they can proceed with any fund transfer 
activities.
     1.Buying TRH (FIX Amount 10.000TRH)
     2.Sent it  to a Burn Wallet (address TBC by Triumph Team)

 This feature will contribute to stabilizing the price of Triumph Coin in the 
market, increase the coin's deflation, and reduce volatility 
                                        in price fluctuations.


